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Abstract

We compare employment and wage polarization in the U.S. using different sample periods, occupations classification and the inclusion or not of agricultural occupations. We report two main findings. First, we show that employment polarization can emerge together or without wage polarization, depending on the sample period considered. Second, we show that removing agricultural occupations changes the timing of employment polarization, making it emerge earlier, and substantially increases the degree of both employment and wage polarization with respect to the case in which they are included in the sample.
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1 Introduction

Employment and wage polarization have been extensively studied for the U.S. However, different works typically differ in the sample period, the classification of occupations and in the inclusion or not of agriculture occupations. In this note we aim at rationalizing the results emerging from different choices, by taking as reference four works: Acemoglu and Autor (2011), Acemoglu and Autor (2012), Autor and Dorn (2013) and Bárány and Siegel (2018). We compare different methodologies by using the typical smoothed graphs of changes in employment shares and wages by 1980 percentiles of occupations, which are used in these works.

A first question that we ask is whether employment polarization is always accompanied by wage polarization. We find that answer is no, as a similar pattern of employment polarization in the U.S. can emerge both together and without wage polarization depending on the time period studied.

Next, we ask whether the choice of the classification might determine the extent of employment polarization. Several researchers use the occupations classifications developed by Dorn (2009) to analyze the period 1980-2008, as this provides a consistent set of occupations existing in the sample period, by harmonizing the IPUMS classifications over different decades. However, to analyze employment polarization in the pre-1980 period such classification cannot be used, because some 1980 occupations did not exist before that year. Bárány and Siegel (2018) provide an alternative classification of occupations which addresses this issue. With respect to Dorn (2009), they merge occupations into broader categories, in such a way that these new occupation categories in the analysis exist from 1950 to 2008. Here we ask whether this procedure has implications for the measurement of employment polarization in the 1980-2008 period and find a negative answer. While the number of occupations categories is largely reduced in Bárány and Siegel (2018), the pattern of employment and wage polarization is similar to that obtained using Dorn (2009) occupational classification.

Finally we address the role of agricultural occupations. Some works, like Acemoglu and Autor (2011) and Acemoglu and Autor (2012) include agricultural occupations in constructing employment polarization graphs, while some others, like Autor and Dorn (2013) and Bárány and Siegel (2018), exclude them. We note here that, although the value added and consumption shares of agriculture are already substantially low in the U.S. in 1980, the employment shares of agricultural *occupations* is not negligible (2.88%). It follows that their role can be substantial when measuring employment polarization, especially at the bottom of the skill distribution where agricultural occupations are concentrated in 1980. In particular, we show that removing agricultural occupations magnifies the extent of employment polar-
Figure 1: Employment (top) and Wage Polarization (bottom); 1980-2008 (left) and 1980-2017 (right). Occupations classification is from Dorn (2009).

ization by creating a larger increase of employment shares at the bottom of the distribution, compared to the case in which these occupations are included. Regarding wages, we find no evidence of polarization when agriculture occupations are included in the sample, while some wage polarization emerges when agricultural occupations are excluded.

The remainder of the note is as follows: Section 2 shows that employment polarization can occur both together and without wage polarization; Section 3 compares the results obtained with the classifications of occupations in Dorn (2009) and Bárány and Siegel (2018); Section 4 shows the effect of removing agricultural occupations. Finally, Section 5 concludes.

2 Employment and Wage Polarization

In this section we show that employment polarization can emerge together or without wage polarization. We use Acemoglu and Autor (2011) codes and Dorn (2009) classification.\footnote{This methodology includes agricultural occupations.}

Figure 1 reports employment and wage polarization for two different data sample: 1980-2008 and 1980-2017. The figure highlights that while employment polarization is similar in the two samples, displaying the typical U-shape in both, the pattern of wages in substantially different. This shows an almost monotone increasing behavior for the 1980-2008 period and a clear U-shape for the 1980-2017 period.

Obviously, the difference between the two figures is given by the additional decade included in the second sample. To better show the contribution of the additional data, Figure 2 reports employment and wage polarization by decade for the period 1980-2017. The period 2008-2017 displays a behavior of employment polarization which is similar to that of the 1990-2000 in the bottom part of the skill distribution, and similar to that of the 1980-1990 in the upper part of the distribution. For this reason, adding this decade to the 1980-2008 period does not change the shape of employment polarization, while it affects the magnitude. Instead, the pattern of wage polarization is substantially different across decades. In particular, this is true for the bottom of the skill distribution, rather than for the top, which behaves similarly across the four decades. The last decade (2008-2017) displays a substantial increase in wages at the bottom of the distribution, something in stark contrast with the other periods. Among the latter, in fact, only the 1990-2000 displays an increase at the bottom of the distribution, and this increase is substantially smaller than the 2008-2017 period.

Particularly relevant appears the comparison between the periods 1990-2000 and 2008-2017. In fact, while both periods display a similar magnitude of employment polarization at

---

2ACS 2008 reports wages from 2007, so the Great Recession does not affect the results.
3For the sake of exposition we admittedly abuse terminology along the text by referring also to the 2000-2008 as a decade.
the bottom of the distribution, this is not mirrored by a similar change in wages in that part of the skill distribution, with the later period displaying a substantially stronger increase. In addition, analyzing the 1980-1990 and the 2000-2008, it appears that either combination of changes in employment and wages can occur at the bottom of the skill distribution: i) a higher increase of employment shares and a smaller increase in wages at the bottom of the distribution with respect to the 1990-2000 and 2008-2017 periods, which is the case of the 2000-2008 period; or ii) a smaller increase of employment shares and a smaller increase in wages at the bottom of the distribution with respect to the 1990-2000 and 2008-2017 periods, which is the case of the 1980-1990 period.

3 Different classifications

Bárány and Siegel (2018) study employment and wage polarization since 1950. In this case, the occupations classification in Dorn (2009) cannot be used, because some of the occupations
existing in 1980 do not exist in the previous decades. Thus, Báráry and Siegel (2018) create a new classification by merging occupations in 1980 into a smaller set (183 occupations) than in Dorn (2009) (326 occupations). In this way, occupations that appear only in a subperiod and not in another one, are now included in a broader occupation category that is present in the whole sample period 1950-2008. While this procedure is guided by the need to analyze a broader period, we investigate here whether it generates differences in measured employment polarization in the 1980-2008 period with respect to the more disaggregated classification used in Dorn (2009).

Figure 4 compares the two methodologies. In the first row, we report employment polarization for the 1980-2008 period, which is the time span considered in both papers. Both the qualitative and quantitative pattern is similar for the two methodologies. This is confirmed by the second row in Figure 3, which compares decades in the period 1980-2008. There

\footnote{Technically, we use the code in Acemoglu and Autor (2011), and apply to it the occupation classification in Báráry and Siegel (2018), downloadable at https://www.aeaweb.org/articles?id=10.1257/mac.20150258.}

\footnote{Results for the 1980-2017 are similar and available upon request.}
is some discrepancy between the two methodologies at the bottom of the distribution for the period 1990-2000. Apart from this, the pattern is very close for each decade and each methodology. Figure 4 shows that the two occupations classifications display similar results also in terms of wages.

4 Including and excluding agriculture

In this section we study the role of agricultural occupations.\(^6\) The literature does not explicitly discuss the role of these type of occupations in generating employment polarization, and there are cases in which these are included, as in Acemoglu and Autor (2011) and Acemoglu and Autor (2012), and cases in which they are excluded, as in Autor and Dorn (2013) and Bárány and Siegel (2018).\(^7\)

Although the value added and consumption shares of agriculture are already substantially low in the U.S. in 1980, the employment share of agricultural occupations (2.88%) is not negligible when considering occupational percentiles. In addition, since occupations are typically ranked by mean wages in 1980, agricultural occupations are located at the bottom of the skill distribution. For these reasons, it turns out that the choice of including or not these occupations is quantitatively relevant for measured employment and wage polarization. Figure 5 reports employment polarization measured using both the classification in Dorn (2009) and Bárány and Siegel (2018) by including and excluding agriculture. The main difference is that when agricultural occupations are excluded the increase of employment shares at the bottom of the distribution is larger. Figure 6 shows that this is true for each decade in the 1980-2008 period. Thus, the exclusion of agriculture occupations has two main effects: i) it shifts back in time the emergence of employment polarization; and ii) it magnifies the extent of it. The anticipation of the emergence of employment polarization is even more evident when reconstructing Figure 5 in Acemoglu and Autor (2012), which we do in Figure 7. When agricultural occupations are included, employment polarization emerges clearly from 1990 onwards. When these are excluded, there is employment polarization in both periods. This is due to the fact that employment shares of agricultural occupations decline over the period and that they are located at the bottom of the skill distribution in

---

\(^6\) Agricultural occupations are those included in group D named “Farming, Forestry, and Fishing Occupations” in the occ1990dd classification in Dorn (2009) with codes 473 to 498.

\(^7\) Acemoglu and Autor (2011) and Acemoglu and Autor (2012) do not explicitly discuss the inclusion of agricultural occupations in their sample when constructing, respectively for the two works, their Figure 10 and Figure 5. However, this can be inferred by comparing Figure 10 in Acemoglu and Autor (2011) with the top of our Figure 6 below. The same applies to Figure 5 in Acemoglu and Autor (2012) and our Figure 7 below. For all graphs we use codes downloaded from Daron Acemoglu’s website (https://economics.mit.edu/faculty/acemoglu/data/handchapter).
Figure 5: Employment Polarization in 1980-2008 using the classification in Dorn (2009) (top) and Bárány and Siegel (2018) (bottom), including (left) and excluding (right) agriculture occupation categories.

1980. Thus, removing them reduces the downward pressure on employment shares at the bottom of the distribution.

Figure 8 reports the evolution of wages in the two cases. When agriculture is included there is no wage polarization. This mildly emerges when agriculture is excluded from the sample. Thus, while for employment polarization the choice of including or not agriculture has only a quantitative effect, being employment polarization maintained in the two cases, for wage polarization to emerge in the 1980-2008 period agriculture occupations have to be dropped from the sample.

Finally, Figure 9 reports the effect of including or excluding agricultural occupations when computing employment polarization for the 1960-1980 period. In this case, we use the classification by Bárány and Siegel (2018). The Figure shows that including agriculture occupations, there is a large decline of employment shares at the bottom of the distribution. This reflects the substantial disappearance of agriculture employment during this period in the U.S., as the employment share of agricultural occupations declines from 7.34% in
Figure 6: Employment polarization by decades during the 1980-2008 using the classification in Dorn (2009) (top) and Bárány and Siegel (2018) (bottom), including (left) and excluding (right) agriculture occupation categories.

1960 to 2.88% in 1980. By removing agriculture occupations, the large drop at the bottom disappears, and a U-shape can be appreciated, albeit substantially weaker than for the 1980-2008 period.\(^8\) Thus, the U.S. economy displays some employment polarization before 1980 only if agriculture occupations are excluded. If they are included, there is no employment polarization whatsoever. However, dropping agricultural occupations for the period 1960-1980 implies removing a large fraction of the labor force.

5 Conclusions

In this note we compare different approaches to the measurement of employment and wage polarization, and we report the following main findings. First, employment polarization can be associated or not to wage polarization. The data show that employment shares at the
bottom of the skill distribution can increase together or without an increase in wages in that part of the distribution. Intuitively, the joint behavior of employment and wages should reflect the evolution of supply and demand of labor in that part of the skill distribution. An increase in employment shares coupled with an increase in wages could signal a stronger labor demand effect, while a decrease in wages the opposite, i.e. a stronger labor supply effect.

Second, excluding agricultural occupations makes employment polarization appear earlier, as it magnifies the increase in employment shares at the bottom of the skill distribution in all sub-periods, and induces the emergence of wage polarization in the 1980-2008 period. In addition, the exclusion of agriculture occupations is key for the emergence of employment polarization in the 1960-1980 period. When agriculture occupations are included there is no employment polarization before 1980.

Figure 7: Employment polarization in the subperiods 1980-1990 and 1990-2008 by including (left) and excluding (right) agriculture occupation categories. The occupations classification is Dorn (2009).
Figure 8: Wage evolution. Top: Acemoglu and Autor (2011); Bottom: Bárány and Siegel (2018); left: with agriculture; right: without.
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Figure 9: Employment Polarization in the 1960-1980 period. Left: including agriculture occupations; right Excluding agriculture occupations.